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Femtoscopy

Data Analysis
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and can be theoretically formulated as
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Ø Proton identification with
TPC and TOF
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Ø Reconstruction of hyperons
Wave Function

Ø Λ → '( ) (BR ~ 64%)
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Ø Ξ → Λ( (BR ~ 100%)

Assumption of a common source: Combined fit of the
Strong
constraint

3.4 · 108 Events
pp 7 TeV
10 · 108 Events
pp 13 TeV
p-Pb 5.02 TeV 60 · 108 Events

p-p ,p-L, p-X and L-L Correlation Functions
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Resulting source sizes HI
of the combined fit
pp: HI =
1.188 ±

PI.IQR
0.009)I.IIO fm

p-Pb: HI =
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1.437 ±
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PI.IQV
0.011)I.IIR fm
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Ø Fitted by using the CATS [1] framework, a Gaussian Ø Gaussian source: Data agrees with cEFT [2] calculations in Leading-Order (LO)
source and the Argonne n18 potential
Ø Constraints on the particle emitting source

Ø EPOS source: Data described by cEFT [2] calculations in Next-To-Leading order (NLO )
Detailed study of the source is necessary

L-L

p-X
p-Value:
with and without
strong potential
(Coulomb only):
0.055 vs. 0.004

Meson
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Exchange

Ø For the first time the strong interaction of p-X-

Models

can be seen in the correlation function obtained

Quark Model

from the analysis of p-Pb data
Ø Makes it possible to test model calculations e.g.
the preliminary QCD Strong potential by the HAL
QCD collaboration [3]
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Ø Constraints on L-L potential from Hypernuclei (Nagara Event)
Ø Extraction of scattering parameters (scattering length WI
and effective range GI ) via the fit of the Lednicky model [4]
has large uncertainties
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Ø Scattering parameters can be tested against the combined data from all analysis
Ø Lednicky yields unphysical C(k*) for large GI and WI < 0
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